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ENIGMATIC prospector Bill Richmond has put paid to Sandfire Resources’ plan to explore the 

Red Bore ground right next door to its DeGrussa copper operation after stumping up the required 

A$1.65 million needed to exercise a pre-emptive right. 

  

 

Richmond, who when not out in the bush has reportedly over the years slept in old van parked-up 

at various locations around Perth’s salubrious beachfront western suburbs, held a 10% stake in the 

ground that majority owner Thundelarra last month agreed to farm out to Sandfire – for $1.5 

million in shares and $1.5 million in exploration over 18 months. 

However, Richmond has matched Sandfire’s offer, with the $1.65 million paid to Thundelarra 

including GST. 

After the $1.5 million on exploration is spent, Richmond has to define resources of 30,000 tonnes 

of contained copper (or copper metal equivalent). 

If that’s achieved, Richmond’s stake will rise 75% to 85%.   

Thundelarra CEO Tony Lofthouse has been genuinely astonished by the turn of events. 

“Gobsmacked is a term that springs to mind,” Lofthouse told MNN. 



He believes Richmond is being backed by an unknown third party, though he is completely 

bewildered as to the logic. 

He cited the risks and costs associated with an exploration venture that Thundelarra believes likely 

to require a budget in the many millions given drill holes to 800-900m depth. 

Lofthouse also pointed to the large multi-faceted data sets Sandfire had (and has) to utilise in the 

planned exploration under the original joint venture deal agreed-to with Thundelarra. 

As well as having the DeGrussa plant and underground mine, Sandfire’s Conductor 5 orebody 

located 600m or so below surface, lies less than 200m from the northwest corner of Red Bore. 

Lofthouse said he had unsuccessfully tried to contact Richmond numerous times prior to today’s 

unexpected development. 

Thundelarra and Richmond had a legal dispute over Red Bore earlier this decade that was settled 

back in 2013. 

Lofthouse bases his belief on a third party being involved given Richmond typically pegs 

prospective ground and then brings in partners to do the exploring, with the prospector’s pay-off 

being via royalty arrangements. 

It is believed Richmond’s passion away from prospecting is antique cars. 

Intriguing!  
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